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M23 Junction 8 to 10
Smart Motorway Project (SMP)

Bifurcation from single to twin RCB

Emergency Crossing Point

xtrudakerb commenced the M23 J8 to 10 Smart
Motorways Project (SMP) in collaboration with
Kier in May 2019 and it was successfully completed in
March 2020, delivering Highways England’s promise
of All Lane Running (ALR) by the end of the 2020
Financial Year. Extrudakerb and Kier have a relatively
new but successful working relationship, including
completed projects such as the M6 J16 to 19 SMP
and the ongoing M6 J13 to 15 SMP.
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The project consisted of 26km of Slot Drain and 16km of Rigid Concrete
Barrier (RCB), including 1.3km of Wide Troughed Rigid Concrete Barrier
which was required to facilitate street lighting and the associated
cabling network.
In addition to the slipformed elements, there were a significant amount of
works constructed by hand, this included linear drainage access and outfall
units (LDA/LDO), bifurcations from single to twin RCB, expansion joints at
underbridges and emergency crossing points (ECP’s) which are utilised post
construction by emergency services in the event of a motorway incident.

Success is no accident; it is a culmination of hard work and collaboration by a team who share
a common goal, in this case, delivering Highways England’s promise.”

Extrudakerb’s Supply Chain, in particular the combined efforts of
Cemex and Tarmac, played a key part in the successful delivery
of this project which saw in excess of 18,000m3 of concrete laid
throughout the Verges and Central Reserve. Their efforts were
complimented by Extrudakerb’s very own high-tech concrete trucks
complete with an auto slump control system.

Concrete trucks with auto slump control system

The auto slump control system allows the batch plant to provide
actual mix data information to the concrete truck, which in turn
then allows the truck to monitor, temper and deliver concrete to
site as required without the need for site intervention. The concrete
truck technology provides live data including concrete consistency,
temperature, truck location, water addition, viscosity, times of
batch, travel and discharge meaning the life of the concrete
from cradle to grave is fully transparent.
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Smart Motorway Project (SMP)

ne of the key indicators of a SMP’s success
is its delivery against programme, and this
project was no different.
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The M23 J8 to 10 SMP demanded multiple slipforming and hand
lay crews to deliver what ultimately became a very back end loaded
programme. Outputs are critical to programme delivery and the M23
J8 to 10 SMP saw shift outputs in excess of 350m (120m3) for Slot
Drain and 300m (135m3) for variable RCB were achieved on this
project when preceding site preparations works permitted.
The M23 J8 to 10 SMP was not short on innovation either,
Extrudakerb developed and internally fabricated a fully automated
wire saw to undertake the full depth cuts required within the Slot
Drain where LDO/LDA’s were to be constructed. The full depth
cuts were historically undertaken using a concrete chainsaw, the
introduction of the wire saw eliminates HAVs, Manual Handling,
improves the quality and reduces consumable costs.
Insitu Concrete Slot Drain

Right First Time is a key driver for Extrudakerb and to ensure this was delivered, a full time Quality
Engineer was employed on the project. Total elimination of all defects continues to be our goal,
eliminating Client intervention and handing over a product which is exactly what the Client expected.
The dedicated Quality Engineer undertook pre-paving, post-paving, post completion and handover
inspections with the Client to ensure the works were handed over “snag free”.

No-one could have predicted the challenges introduced by
the worldwide pandemic COVID-19, these challenges made
the successful delivery of the M23 J8 to 10 project even more
impressive. The impact lockdown had on the industry was like
nothing witnessed before, certainly in the last 20 years.

Insitu Concrete Slot Drain Outfall

The M23 J8 to 10 SMP was also a milestone project for
Extrudakerb as we saw the closure of one chapter and the start
of a new. This is the final project Extrudakerb will install BBS
concrete barrier following the launch of Extrudakerb’s very own
concrete barrier (ECB) in the early part of 2020.
There is no doubt that SMP’s present delivery and logistical
challenges unrivalled by most other projects given the limited
work area and demanding programmes, but the collective
collaborative approach on this project brought success and we
look forward to embarking on the next challenge but this time
with our own barrier system.

Transition from Single to Twin Insitu
Concrete Barrier

For more information on the M23 Smart Motorway Project (SMP),
call Extrudakerb on T: +44 (0) 1709 862 076 or E: sales@extrudakerb.co.uk
Extrudakerb (Maltby Engineering) Ltd, Denaby Lane Industrial Estate, Old Denaby,
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN12 4JJ, United Kingdom
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